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M2  |  Magic 2  |  Two-Wire-Multi-System

M2
Magic Cube

Switching     Colour changing     Dimming

1. Surface mounted light

2. Under cabinet light

3. Niche /rear wall light

4. Integrated worktop light

5. Indirect lighting

6. Night mode

- RF Driver / Receiver Set 50W

- Driver 50 / 100 / 150W

       - Driver + Receiver 100 / 150W

- 1-way remote control

- Magic Cube, inductively chargeable

- M2 Hub

- M2 Distributor JMT

72W / 3A max. per connection

- M2 RGB / RGBW-Distributor

- M2 24V DC Distributor

- Clip

- 7-fach Distributor

8A max. per connection

- M2 System Cable 4m, extendible

2x AWG 18, 24V DC, 150W max.
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M2

Magic Two

Two-Wire-Multi-System

This innovative two-wire wiring system based on 24V DC with 192W max., 

including modulable data transfer was developed by ASMSyncrotec/D-

Leuchten. It solves the problems of  the furniture industry with easy pre-wiring 

of furniture parts. With the aid of distributors at predetermined positions, it is 

possible, for instance, to connect up to 7 lighting groups per distributor. But 

even if the use of distributors is not planned, a power supply for a consumer 

or a consumer group can be set up on the spot or retrofitted at a later date at 

any part of the cable with the aid of a wire-tap clip connecter.

M2 offers you versatile smart wiring for lights and accessories such as 

electrically powered drawers, shutters, sliding doors or height adjustment no 

matter what position they are located at.

All parts connected are operated with only one power supply unit. If only 

lights are concerned, these can be switched and dimmed together with 

a common receiver or a one-way receiver. If two or more groups of lights 

should be switched and dimmed separately, each group will have its own 

receiver and be operated with not more than a 4- to 6-way remote control.

With the aid of an M2 hub and M2 distributors after the driver, our MAGIC 

CUBE comes into its own. With its 6 sides, it can control lights, drawers, 

shutters etc. singly or in groups. There are no limits to the options that can 

be controlled. Besides switching, dimming and flashing, mood lighting 

such as morning, daytime and nighttime situations can be set with just one 

movement of the M2 MAGIC CUBE.

This can be seen on the ZOW 2016 D-Leuchten trade fair stand.

M2 RF M2

RF Driver / Receiver Set 50W

Alternatively:

Driver + Receiver 100 / 150W

polarity required independent of polarity

Driver 50 / 100 / 150W

Remote control / Touch Magic Cube

e.g. surface lighting

Up to 4 lights / 72W per channel

Up to 4 lights / 72W per channel

Up to 4 lights / 72W per channel

Up to 4 lights / 72W per channel

Up to 4 lights / 72W per channel

e.g. under cabinet lighting

e.g. niche / rear wall lighting

e.g. integrated worktop lighting

e.g. indirect lighting

Free choice of connecting positions Free choice of connecting positions 
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